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Abstract

Inherent features of the NPP Dukovany design provide a significant confidence in its nuclear
safety assurance, among these feature should be emphasised the reactor core stability and its
control and protection system capability to hold the reactor in safe state following scram or
accident conditions. Nevertheless, NPP Dukovany was designed in the early seventies, and
current requirements for nuclear safety assurance are more strict and/or specific as a result of
the technical development and lessons learned from nuclear accidents.

The paper compares the safety design base established at the time of NPP Dukovany project
implementation and the current reference design base. Paper also presents procedure applied
to implement technical and operational measures which are introduced to fulfil the current
basic safety criteria. The scope of such measures applied at NPP Dukovany is compared with
that of EU countries introduced from the same reason - to meet the updated safety related
requirements.

Examples of some innovations already implemented or under implementation give an idea
how NPP Dukovany proceeds in reaching the goal of harmonising its safety with the
requirements to be met before the Czech Republic becomes a member-country of the
European Union.

1. Introduction

NPP Dukovany (4 x VVER/213) was put into operation within 2.5 years period: its first unit
was phased in to the national grid in the beginning of 1985 and the last fourth unit - in the
middle of 1987. Since then, all four plant units have operated reliably, with excellent
economic parameters and without any significant safety concerns.

Nevertheless, in accordance with the generally accepted trend of nuclear safety enhancement,
conform to the ALARA principle, and bearing in mind the necessity to increase further
reliability and efficiency of electricity production, the Czech Power Utility and Operator of
NPP Dukovany (CEZ, a.s.) has begun its complex modernisation. Nuclear Research Institute
Rez participated in this process since its has been launched in 1993.
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2. Starting Point for Technical Innovations

A complex assessment of the NPP Dukovany operational safety, reliability and efficiency was
performed during 1993 - 1994 by the plant staff in collaboration with NRI (and some other
Czech organisations) specialists. This key step was practically directly followed by so called
External Audit performed within PHARE 4.2.9/92 project - VVER 440-213 Engineering
Safety Evaluation (1994 - 1995) by ENAC consortium. At the end of 1995 the plant hosted
the IAEA Safety Improved Review Mission which confirmed that the NPP Dukovany
modification programme aimed at the plant safety enhancement is oriented, prepared and
controlled adequately.

It is worth mentioning that performed analyses of plant safety identified a number of technical
and operational measures; some of the measures were also derived from the existing
operational experience of this and other VVER-440 plants. Basically, all the measures already
implemented or being currently implemented can be divided into several groups:

a) Group of the measures required by the State Office for Nuclear Safety, so called the
IAEA ,,Safety Issues", for instance:

• Upgrading of I&C system equipment
• Protection of steam generator box sumps
• Modification of equipment at the longitudinal intermediate building, elevation +

14.7 m
• Relocation of the emergency make-up section header
• Equipment qualification

• Continuous level and pressure monitoring in steam generator boxes

b) Group of the measures required to ensure plant operation, for instance:

• Capacity extension at the intermediate spent fuel storage facility

• Reconstruction and extension of the diagnostic system
• Full-scope unit control room simulator
• Replacement of the main condenser tubes (advanced material)
• Assured power supply to safety systems
• Replacement of electric equipment and diesel generators I&C system
• Reconstruction of the ventilation system

c) Other measures, for instance:

• Radioactivity monitoring in water treatment tanks

• Distribution of fire extinguishing and drinking water

d) Group of the analytical and justification measures:

• Probabilistic Safety Assessment - PSA Level-2,^
• Assessment of pressure equipment integrity
• Analyses required to extend the equipment service life
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• Thermal-hydraulic analyses and analyses of the operational modes
• Justification of equipment functionality and safety
• Assessment of the equipment residual service life

3. Procedures and Tools Applied for Safety Evaluation

One of the most efficient tools applied for plant safety evaluation was the PSA Level-1. Plant
specific PSA study actually comprises a systematic procedure for the identification of credible
accidents sequences and consequently - helps to the plant operational vulnerabilities (design,
operating procedures, human factor, etc.).
PSA level-1 for 1st unit of NPP Dukovany was completed in 1995. This PSA has not only

shown that the core melt probability can be reduced but also indicated which steps should be
taken to reach this goal.
This basic study was performed for internal initiators and full power operation and its logical
continuation so called Living PSA programme continued. Living PSA uses a specific PSA
model which could be more dynamic and is based on the NPP real ,,situation" resulting from
modifications and changes made since the unit was put into service. The first stage of the
Living PSA programme was represented by development of Living PSA model.
To modify the basic model two different approaches were used:

• model modifications - updating

• model modifications - scope extension

The first approach actually follows modifications in the NPP design, changes in operational
and emergency procedures, input data and takes into account results of the newly performed
analyses.
The second approach to the model modifications has included (or will include) such activities
as a model extension for other operating states, a more detailed human reliability analysis and
the dependency analysis (interconnection of all safety related ,,factors" of the plant), other
previously not considered source of radioactive releases (spent fuel storage pool) and likely -
an level extension. All these steps should result in a PSA which can be used to an advantage
for ,,real" NPP operation.

Making use of the OECD countries experience we have taken into consideration three kinds
of the PSA applications:

• risk monitoring

Based on Living PSA model input, we are preparing Safety Monitor System which should be
used for coping with short term operational risk related problems (events) and the
corresponding decision-making, such as testing and maintenance schedule risk based
optimisation, etc.
NPP Dukovany has already had a certain kind of risk monitor system based on the preliminary
PSA study used for off-line risk monitoring within the frame of the US DOE and Czech State
office for Nuclear Safety sponsored pilot programme (1995 - 1996).
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• risk assessment of operational experience

This PSA application category includes evaluation of the nuclear power plant operational
experience with the objective to analyse severity of accidents considered from the safety
standpoint. Some analyses of this kind performed at NPP Dukovany earlier, however without
the necessary systematic approach taking into account the accident sequence precursors, are
already available.

• risk assessment application by Living PSA model

This application is based on evaluation of the core damage frequency (average value) and
identification of the dominant risk contributors by the Living PSA model. Outputs are used to
estimate the plant unit current average risk, to plan plant modifications and to establish
priorities. At present, when many technical and operating modifications (measures listed
above) have been already implemented, it is shown that the CDF (Core Damage Frequency)
value for the operation at nominal power is significantly less than 10"4'.

Despite the fact that that the Dukovany unit core melting probability is sufficiently low" and
corresponds to generally accepted values in the range of 10"5, it is necessary to prepare, in
compliance with the world-wide trend, such measures which will minimise environmental
impacts of a severe accident with core melting. This approach is based on the defence-in depth
concept which was formulated (INSAG 10 ,,Defence-in-depth in Nuclear Safety") as a
consequence of severe accidents that had occurred during eighties (see attached Fig.).

There is a general agreement on the practical steps which should be taken to implement such
measures, however there is also a difference in the envisaged time schedules. In the EU
countries the compliance was declared in so called Consensus Document. This document
issued in 1995 confirms:

• compliance with the requirement of implementing preventive and limiting measures
• necessity to develop an ,,Action Plan" for Severe Accident Management (SAM)
• necessity to implement adequate measures for each of the NPP types, taking into

account results of the cost-effectivity analysis
• usefulness of including SAM into the periodic safety evaluation
• necessity of taking such accidents into consideration in designs of future nuclear

power plants

An analogical programme leading to the development of the severe accident management
guidelines and to identification of the appropriate operating and technical measures, is being
prepared for NPP Dukovany.

Nevertheless, at present there is still a problem of insufficient knowledge of all processes
which take part in the course of a severe accident, as for instance:

• dynamics of melt behaviour in the reactor pressure vessel (stratification, circulation,
chemical and nuclear reactions)
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• cycle of the fission products retention and release in the containment in the course
of a severe accident

• prediction and actual behaviour of hydrogen during individual stages of a severe
accident.

The significance of full understanding of these phenomena for formulation of an optimal
SAM strategy was underscored the fact that the relevant research was included into the EU 5th
Framework Programme. We would like to mention that the Czech Republic participates in
this effort and that the Nuclear Research Institute Rez is a member of research teams engaged
in the projects listed in the attached Table.

Other significant international projects established with the similar purpose to obtain
information necessary to ,,cover" the severe accidents problem were launched by the
OECD/NEA, among the currently running projects we should mention RASPLAV (MASCA)
and CABRI in which the Czech Republic (NRI Rez) participates as well as a number of
PHARE projects related to some partial innovations for VVER-440/213.

Applying that information and actually within the international co-operation, we solve step-
by-step all safety related issues using the state-of-the art tools and technology. Approximately
an year ago NPP Dukovany has defined a complex programme of ,,Continuous Improvement"
- so called Harmonisation Programme.

4. Conclusions

,,Harmonisation" programme and its gradual implementation ensures that nuclear safety of
Czech NPP Dukovany either already is or very soon will be at the same level as nuclear safety
of the EU countries, fulfilling criteria established for western nuclear power plants. We can
therefore take it for granted that in the European Union region nuclear power plant Dukovany
will remain a safe, reliable and economically competitive energy source.
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Figure

Development of the Defence-in-Depth Concept

Basic Concept

Sixties Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
Conservative design DBA prevention DBA management

Defence-in depth Improvement

S e v e n t i e s - Taking into account local and extreme effects
- Strengthening QA
- Implementation of PSA methodology

Defence-in-depth Extension

Eight ies - Human factor, multiple failures
- Accident management, and/or mitigation of consequences

- Symptom-oriented Procedures
- Procedures, guidelines and measures for Severe Accidents
- Off-site Emergency Plans
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NRI Participation in the relevant projects
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EVITA

ARVI

SCTR
ICHEMM
LPP
TYPYCA
JSRI
Eurofastnet

European Validation of the Integral Code ASTEC (GRS Koln, Germany)
Core Melt Pressure Vessel Interaction during LWR Severe Accident (RIT- Stockholm, Sweden)
Steam Generator Tube Rupture Scenarios (VTT- Espoo, Finland)
Iodine Chemistry: High Effects and Mitigation Mechanism (AEAT - London, UK)
Late Phase Source Term Phenomena (AEAT - London, UK)
Thermohydraulics and Physical Chemistry of Corium (CEA Cadarache, France)
Joint Safety Research Index Programme (GRS, Koln, Germany)
European project for Future Advances in Sciences and Technology for Nuclear Engineering
thermalhydraulics, CEA-CEN Grenoble
Promoting Co-operation between NRA EU and their Counterparts in the Central and Eastern Europe
(GRS, Germany)


